
Summer Spectacular

Drug Abuse
Drug Abuse was written to educate adults about the dangers of various drugs. You'll learn about 
Marijuana, LSD, Cocaine, and several other drugs. You'll learn about dangers of all these drugs as well as
treatment and extent of use.

Earth Sciences
Earth Sciences was written for students to test themselves on Earth Sciences. You will be questioned on 
everything from Volcanoes to Earthquakes.

Explorers
Explorers was written to help students study world explorers. You will be questioned on Columbus, 
Balboa, Cook, and several explorers and their discoveries.

Oceanography
Oceanography was written for students to test themselves on Oceanography. You will be questioned on 
everything from ocean structures to currents.

Solar System
Solar System was written for students to test themselves on Solar System. You will be questioned on all 
aspects of the solar system. Planet sizes, rotations, orbits, and more will be covered.

Zero Entertainment Programs:

AlphaNatix
Wind your way around around wicked word challenges. Rack up letters, avoid hazards and race to 
complete your word list before time runs out. Once you've a completed puzzle, go back and try to beat 
your own score. Why? Because AlphaNatix tracks your best scores and allows you see how well you are 
progressing.

NOTE: When you RUN this program, click your mouse once when the program pauses at the black 
screen, then the program will resume.

POP
Can you make it to the blue balloon with white stars safely? It's harder than you think.

Here's the scoop..You're a balloon dog. Your mission is to make it through a series of puzzles, all filled 
with hazards such as pins, firecrackers, bees, cats, porcupines, and other balloon un-friendly items. The 
yellow balloons sink after a few seconds, and the pink ones explode, blowing you in the direction 
indicated by the arrow.

Crop Circles Video
CROP CIRCLES: Escape From Planet 3 is a sci-fi arcade game. At the controls of a flying saucer, you 
must evade farmers, government agents and photographers while blazing mysterious markings onto the 
surface of the Earth. Along the way, you must steal cows to power your spacecraft. Of course, collecting 
mad cows has dire consequences.



Shareware:

Castle Programs: Biology, Physics, Chemistry, Economics, Earth Science, AP European History,     
  Global Studies, AP US History, US History & Govt
This program provides many other features that will help you master your selected.
It has comprehensive statistical reports that track your progress by units, difficulty levels, themes, and 
even by special categories, such as interpreting charts, tables, graphs and cartoons
It also has list of vocabulary terms related to questions that you answered incorrectly, thus pointing out to
you areas in which you may need further study. 
It also has a detailed question type selection mechanism that allows you to pinpoint the exact subject area
that you want to study.

Castle Tutorial:
This is a tutorial program that reviews the subject matter presented in a variety of areas. Available 
CASTLE products include five social studies subjects:  Global Studies, U.S. History and Government, 
Economics, AP European History, and AP U.S. History; and four science subjects: Earth Science, 
Biology, Chemistry, and Physics.  The question-based activities in CASTLE supplement other learning 
tools, such as class notes, textbooks, videos, study guides, and review books.
Click the install button first before running the program. There will be an icon group 'Software USA' 
made so you can uninstall the files that were needed to run the program.

Flash Card Math Program
Help your primary grade school child with math. Times tables 1 - 12 and random problems in addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division.

GPA Plus
GPA+ operates on top of a database that stores all of your information.  At the very top level are 
Semesters, followed by Classes and finally, Assignments.  You enter them in the same order.  Semesters 
are little more than a start date, an end date and a name.  Classes, on the other hand, store more 
information.  They keep track of what semester they are during, when they start, when they end, 
information about the teacher, notes, grade structures, and more.  Assignments keep track of when they 
are due, how many points they are worth, how many points you earned on them, where any associated 
document is located, etc.

Kalkulator
If you are not a heavy scientific and engineering math user, do not feel intimidated by the more advanced
capabilities of the program. The features you do not use will not get into your way; just forget about them
and use only those you need. After one hour with Kalkulator you will feel at home.

NFL Office
Manage your office NFL pool with this great little program.

NutriGenie Nutritionist 98
NutriGenie Nutritionist 98 for Windows Superb nutrition software for weight control, disease 
management via diet. Excellent interface and food database management.

Vocabulary Wizard
Vocabulary Wizard gives you an efficient, fast and easy way to study words. It was made for you and 
your friends or your students or your children who prepare for English vocabulary-related examinations 
such as the SAT, GRE, ACT, TOEFL, and so on.

WinFlash
Combines the award-winning capabilities of the WinFlash flashcard-style computer-based learning 
system with a new test generation, administration and scoring module to produce a full-featured 



computer-based-training (CBT) system at an affordable price. Educator is ideal for corporate 
training/certification, academic study/testing and home schooling applications.


